
to try to hç him. But I'm not going to sy anythiq to any

body else that is going to cut down his inUuenco or is going to

make them turn a little bit against him. Onthe other hand, If

there is a man who is opposing the Word of God and i injuring
the testimony of Christ, no:matter how many-wonderful qualities
he has, I'mnot going to say nice things about him that will

lead people to think he's a worthy man to follow. Even the that

maybe never occurred to me when I said it. going to look at

the larger objective. That is what God has in mind when he speaks
of a perfect hatred. It is a calm hatred that thinks of results

and thinks of attitudes, rather than something that is very

very $W101 careful of what is s difficult to do: not to feel

that:we have been slighted, or something has happened to arouse

my feeling and therefore my attitude toward individuals is based

on their, attitude toward me insteed of their attitude toward

the wora ofGod. . -

Sin is real. Satan is real. When you read in the paper
that the police are oppressive attitudes in

trying to do away with crime on th streets, therefore we are

going to have riots because of thir repressive attitudes,

that's in all our papers, that kind of nonsense! We have to bn

repressive against evil, against wickedness. Wv have to be, we

must hate it with a perfect hatred.

Satan is the incarnation of evil. There is in the world

today a force which i's the very incarnation of that which is

hostile to God. The very incarnation of that which is involved

in the attempt to destroy God's Word, I felt that this a.m. I

would like to bring outs few points that I feel we all should

be aware of. Of how this tremendous force we have in the world

today - - - a force toward which I think the Christian must have

the attitude described in this verse -- a perfect hatred--

and that is communism. It is amazing when we pick up our ne,s

papers and see how they write as if the-e was no such thing as

a communist conspiracy. It doesn't exist! All these nations are

individuals and they are thinking of their own welfare and there

is no..uch thing As .& cohesive united force of communism. They

simply are ignoring the greatest single united force in the world

(for evil) today. Yet the evidence is so great for it, yet they

just irriore it, ignore it long enough the majority will forgot it

exists.
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